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Storm Emma Appears to have Many Sons & Daughters
As I write this on the island of Madeira we have experienced an unprecedented amount of rain over an extended period of about 2 weeks or so.
Firstly we had Storm Emma, which seemed to last about a week with
howling gales and driving rain, followed by her eldest daughter who
seemed to stay with us for 2 or 3 days and now it seems that the youngest sibling Storm Felix is just passing through, although it is difficult to
see what is going on, as most of the island is shrouded in low level cloud
which I assume is an accompanying warm front.
So in the past 2 weeks we had to mop water from our garage on at least
5 occasions, as the horizontal rain insisted in joining us in the shelter of
our own home. We have also discovered a leak in the main roof as water drips through the spare bedroom ceiling. Fortunately we have plenty
of buckets, towels and a de-humidifier. Friends have suffered similarly
with flooded bedrooms or electrical short circuits. If this had been snow
it would have been 5 ft deep.
There have been many road closures, mainly down to rock falls, which
are now happening so frequently that people are becoming blasé about
it. Unfortunately some have lost their livelihoods as beach cafes and restaurants have been washed away and sea defences have been breached
in many places on the south coast. Large areas of the banana crop have
been irreparably damaged and it will take weeks to clean up all of the
mess.
It would seem that the new flood
defences in the rivers are doing
their job and the only loss of life
would appear to be due to misadventure. Whether you believe in
climate change or not , you have to
admit that the weather on Madeira
has been very strange lately. More
A very quiet airport—Just one flight
flights have been cancelled in the
last 12 months than ever before due to the strong winds and airlines
have threatened to pull out.
Things are due to improve by next week, just in time for my son and his
family ´s arrival, so looking on the bright side of life, they will have a wonderful week full of sunshine with barely a cloud in the sky.

Women´s World Day of Prayer
— All God´s Creation is Very Good

On 2nd March a large group at HTC joined together to take part in the
Women´s World Day of Prayer written by the ladies of Suriname. We celebrated “All God´s Creation is Good” and we made commitments to looking
after creation better in the future. One lady shared with us that most tea
bags contain plastic in the bags and she pledged to buy tea leaves from
now on. A splendid idea!!
It is estimated that 3 million people around the world took part in the day
of prayer, starting in Samoa travelling westwards with the sun and eventually finishing in American Samoa with the service having been translated
into more than 95 languages and a thousand dialects with a timely reminder of the responsibilities we have for caring for this wonderful world
we live in. Suriname, with its vast rainforest and wealth of resources, asked for
us to pray for the conservation and the
protection of wildlife. Also for an awareness of the misuse and abuse of resources leading to pollution of the environment giving rise to concerns for the
future of Suriname and the World.
This was not just a day of prayer for
women but for everyone who cares
about our world and those who live in it.
For further information please visit the
WWDP website at www.wwdp.org.uk

Seeking the Guidance of the Holy Spirit
THESE WORDS ARE FROM THE OPENING SERMON AT THE 2018 SYNOD
OF THE ARCHDEACONRY OF GIBRALTAR BY OUR BISHOP IN EUROPE
The Rt. Hon ROBERT INNES
It is a delight to be with you again at this Gibraltar Archdeaconry Synod. All our archdeaconry synods are different in character. You are
probably the largest of our gatherings. And you have a reputation for
friendliness. This is a synod where people really
value the annual opportunity to meet each other, to catch up and share
news and experiences. As
well, of course, as
meeting each other, we
hope to encounter God.
A synod is literally a journey together, and this is
a journey on which we
hope to be accompanied
by the Lord.
Each of us seeks the Lord’s guidance, particularly at those times when
we are faced with a major decision or a life crisis – change of career,
retirement, illness, bereavement, the decision about where to live or
when or whether to return home. In those kinds of circumstances,
when we feel especially vulnerable, we look for the reassurance,
prompting and guidance of God.
It is the Christian conviction, that God does speak. Right at the very
beginning of the Bible we read: ‘God said let there be light, and there
was light.’
Beyond this, there are a few occasions in scripture where God addresses individuals directly. Perhaps the most celebrated is the encounter of
God with Moses on Mount Sinai. You may be someone who has heard
the voice of God, speaking to you and guiding you directly and audibly.

drowning but the family were unaware of the location of their graves
as Bertha had died without telling anyone. We began making enquiries 13 years ago, firstly in Gibraltar, without success, and then
in Madeira. At that time, We knew nothing of Madeira except for a
vague reference in a Bronte novel when Jane Eyre inherits a property in Madeira valued at £20,000 from her uncle.
We first made enquiries at the Hon. British Consul and Joy put us in
contact with Rev. Neal who in turn put us in contact with Carlos
who looks after the British Cemetery. We were guided to the
Lakonia burials but were disappointed not to find Isobel.
We subsequently made the acquaintance of Richard Burca, who as
a young lad had survived the disaster, but he was unable to help us
with our quest. We became enchanted by Madeira and returned
many times, sometimes in old MGs via the car ferry. We even
bought property overlooking the port intending to bring our old cars
here to enjoy open air motoring to the full. Sadly this was not to be
as my wife died. Her ashes are here in the British Cemetery.
I continued to seek information on behalf of the family. I met Edna
and Brian and they have helped me in my quest, especially when at
long last I discovered the 50 year commemorations of the Lakonia
disaster in Gibraltar. Reading the
list of names I realised Isobel
must have married either immediately prior to the cruise or on the
ship. I should have been looking
for Isobel Coleman instead of Isobel Taylor.
This disaster has touched the
hearts of so many including Edna
and Brian who have carried out a
thorough research of the records
here. They suggested a commemorative plaque should be
mounted in the British Cemetery
similar to the one in Gibraltar. I
am happy to report the unveiling
of the plaque took place in March
of this year.

TSMS LAKONIA DISASTER COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE
Martin Mears has sent an interesting article about a family connection
with one of the biggest maritime disasters ever to happen in Madeiran
waters.

The TSMS Lakonia was a Greek-owned cruise ship which caught fire
and sank north of Madeira on 22 December 1963,
with the loss of 128 lives.
The vessel was built in the
Netherlands as the
MS Johan van Oldenbarnevelt and sailed regularly
between Amsterdam and
the East Indies. The ship
served as an allied troopship during World War II.
She was sold to the General Steam Navigation Company of Greece in
1962. Renamed Lakonia, the ship completed a successful cruise
from Southampton to the Canary Islands in April 1963, planned as
the first of a long series. On 19 December, she departed Southampton for an 11-day Christmas cruise with 646 passengers and 376 crew
under Captain Mathios Zarbis.
On the fourth evening of the voyage, a steward found the ship's hair
salon ablaze, with flames spreading quickly toward the passenger
cabins. Alarms sounded too softly to be heard by most people on
board. Evacuation was hampered by the overcrowding of lifeboats
and the loss of several boats to fire. Some passengers were able to
reach the water via the gangways and rope ladders. Two ships alerted by distress signals managed to save most of the others.
A board of inquiry traced the fire to faulty electrical wiring, but strongly
criticised the maintenance of equipment, thoroughness of boat drills,
and the standard of supervision. Eight of the ship's officers were
charged with negligence..
My wife´s Aunt Bertha told the story of her rescue by warship after
spending ages in the water after abandoning the ship. Her daughter Isobel and Isobel´s intended both drowned . Their death certificates indicated the latitude and longitude and the cause of death as head injuries and

But it is difficult to hear God’s voice. I think it is particularly difficult to
hear God’s voice in 2018, because there is so much noise and because
communication is so often distorted. Communication is omni-present,
but it has become harsh; it is frequently unkind; and it divides people
rather than unites them. The ‘still small voice’ is hard to hear.
And yet, the church does still claim, at its best, to be able to hear God’s
voice, to be led by God and sometimes to be changed by God. Within
the Church of England, our biggest decisions are taken when we reflect
together on the Bible, in the light of the tradition of the church and with
the aid of godly reason. And sometimes this leads to very noticeable
changes and developments.
In my lifetime, one of the biggest developments has concerned the place
of women in ministry. we took the decision as a national church to ordain women as deacons, and priests and bishops.
I think something similar is going on at
present in regard to the place and
wellbeing of children. Perhaps we didn’t previously notice that God might
speak to children, like the little boy
Samuel. And we hadn’t weighed with
sufficient seriousness, so there is
something of a cultural revolution going on across the church in our attitudes and practices of safeguarding.
And like all change, that is painful and
costly and difficult.
As we gather for this synod, we have
some big issues to consider: migration
and refugees, our link with Peru, the
carrying forward of safeguarding, big
questions of finance and money. So I
hope and pray that in this synod,
through our reading of scripture, our
love and fellowship with each other, and our openness to God; that the
Holy Spirit may lead us into truth. That there may be openness, transparency, sound reason and judgement so that in the practical affairs of our
archdeaconry and diocese, the mission of God may be carried forward
and the name of Jesus given glory.

CARNIVAL DINNER 2018

concrete stanchions were also constructed to support the wall all the
way down to beach level.

Once again we had a wonderful Carnival Dinner on the 10th of
February, which was well
attended by 45 partygoers.
This annual dinner is given by
Tina Mongor as her yearly donation to the church and
raised just over 800 euros...Lucky Dip included !!! .
Tina on this occasion asked if
the church needed anything
and this year her money was
put into a new large fridge for the kitchen and also a plate and
food warmer. So no more cold plates on winter evenings.
A new metal door with a code-operated lock has replaced the old wooden one with its padlock. But the group responsible for the renovation of
the site were interested only in its preservation and access to the code
remains secret. — Harry Kessler

Thank you Tina............. The Churchwardens.

FUNCHAL JEWISH CEMETERY
There is a Jewish cemetery located on Rua do Lazareto, a road which extends east and upwards from Rua de Santa Maria in Funchal’s old town.
Unless you know exactly where the cemetery is
you would not recognize it as such as there are
no identifying markings or signs.
The cemetery was established in 1851 by the
Abudarham family who arrived in Madeira via
Morocco and Gibraltar in the earlier part of the
19th century when a small Jewish community
came together and a synagogue was built in Rua
do Carmo.
During World War II Madeira became host to
2,000 non-combatants who were evacuated
from Gibraltar amongst whom were about 200
Jews. Some of those died here and were also
buried in the little cemetery. Records show that
there were 38 burials between 1851 and 1976 - since when the cemetery
has been more or less abandoned.
As it sits right on the edge of a cliff, the action of the sea below helped to
cause erosion which eventually resulted in the whole of the southern
wall of the cemetery collapsing
down the cliff. It
is believed that
at least one
grave also disappeared into the
sea. In this dangerous state,
the gate to the
cemetery was
padlocked and
only one person
had the key.
However, in the summer of 2015 a complete change took place. Workmen arrived with building equipment, materials and a large crane and a
new wall was built where the old one had been. This time three large

Associação dos Amigos de Pessoas com Necessidades
Especial da Madeira (AAPNEM) (Friends Association for People
with Special Needs)
This organisation has been chosen by Holy Trinity Church Funchal for its
charitable giving for the year 2017. Tony Mowlam reports from São
Vicente on the work of the association
As it turned out it was actually a bigger event than we could have imagined to celebrate the day of the eco flag. The mayor from Sao Vicente
and the heads of the Social
services on Madeira were
there. Police and GNR were
also represented by well
turned out officers. We were
first given a proper tour of all
of the departments and because today was a bit special
ongoing craft projects were
laid out in the different
rooms.
We were treated to a short film showing what they involve the pupils in
in the local area throughout the last year. It was really interesting. There
was also a finger buffet and light refreshments at the end. Ladies were
given a flower for ladies day.
We were also treated to a short
musical presentation. You
should have seen the concentration on the pupils faces!
They were all backed up by an
obviously dedicated music
teacher, although there were a
few tears because the girls who
were twirling ribbons got a bit
messed up with the wind, but
we really enjoyed our day.
Tony

Photos from the Open Day at São Vicente

